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Disease Definition

Kawasaki Disease (KD) is one of the most common causes

of vasculitis affecting children. Although the inflamma-

tory response is found in medium and small vessels

throughout the body, the most common site of damage

is the coronary arteries, making KD the leading cause of

acquired heart disease in children from the developed

world. KD continues to be a diagnostic challenge. There

is no single diagnostic test or unique clinical finding to

distinguish KD from other acute febrile exanthems of

childhood. Although called a disease, KD is truly

a syndrome complex characterized by multi-system

inflammation. KD presents clinically as prolonged fever,

usually greater than 5 days in duration, a polymorphous

skin rash, nonexudative bilateral conjunctival injection,

oral mucosal inflammation with erythema of the lips and

a strawberry tongue, extremity changes which include

redness of the palms and soles and swelling of the dorsum

of the hands and feet, as well as cervical lymphadenopathy,

typically unilateral and greater than 1.5 cm in diameter.

Presence of fever plus at least four out of five of these

principal features constitutes the diagnosis of typical KD

(> Table 165.1). The absence of a specific diagnostic test

for the disease continues to hinder identification of

affected children and a lack of predictive markers of this

clinically heterogeneous clinical syndrome is an obstacle

to the improvement of therapy for affected children.
Epidemiology

The most common age of occurrence is between

12 months and 5 years although younger children and

adults can be affected. Since the initial clinical descriptions

in Japan and Hawaii, the number of cases of KD has

increased dramatically and is currently recognized world-

wide. KD is seen in all ethnic groups and in all regions of

the world, but the incidence of disease varies dramatically

from region to region and between different ethnic groups

suggesting a major role for genetics in KD risk and out-

come. The annual incidence, reported as number per
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1,000,000 children under 5 years of age, ranges from 5 in

Denmark, 8 in New Zealand, 26 in Canada, 39 in Hong

Kong, 55 in China, 105 in Korea to over 180 in Japan.

Siblings of affected children are at tenfold higher risk for

KD compared to the general population, and incidence of

KD is twofold higher than normal in children of affected

individuals.

In Asia and North America, KD is more common

during the winter and early spring months and boys out-

number girls by 1.5–1.7 to 1 with greater than three quar-

ters of affected children under the age of 5. The case fatality

rate of KD in Japan is about 0.08%. This number appears

to be decreasing in the most recent nationwide surveys

done in countries that have active surveillance programs

for KD. Virtually all deaths of patients with KD result from

its cardiac sequelae. The peak mortality has been reported

to occur between 15 and 45 days after the onset of fever.

During this subacute phase of illness, inflammation con-

tinues and is coupled with marked elevation in the platelet

count and a hypercoagulable state. Sudden death from

myocardial infarctions may also occur years after the

acute KD episode in children who had coronary artery

aneurysms and stenosis.
Etiology

Despite numerous studies, the etiology of KD remains

elusive. KD has been linked with many different etiologic

agents ranging from bacteria such as Staphylococcus, Strep-

tococcus, Proprionibacterium, and Chalmydia to viruses

such as Epstein–Barr virus, parvovirus, coronavirus, and

retroviruses, but no one causative agent has been consis-

tently demonstrated. KD fits nicely in the spectrum

between an infectious disease, an inflammatory syndrome,

and a true autoimmune disease, with an infectious trigger

leading to a prolonged self-directed immune response in

a genetically susceptible host. The etiology debate has

centered around the mechanism of immune activation:

conventional antigen versus superantigen. Evidence

supporting both hypotheses continues to accumulate.

Some investigators have focused their work on identifying
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. Table 165.1

Diagnostic features of KD

Prolonged fever (at least 5 days in duration) plus the

presence of at least four of the following five principal

features:

1. Polymorphous skin rash

2. Bilateral nonexudative conjunctival injection

3. Oral–mucosal changes including:

● Erythema

● Cracked lips

● Strawberry tongue

● Injection of the oral and pharyngeal mucosa

4. Extremity changes including:

● Erythema of the palms and/or soles

● Swelling of the hands and/or feet

● Periungual peeling of the fingers and/or toes in the

subacute phase

5. Cervical lymphadenopathy (>1.5 cm in diameter), usually

unilateral
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one specific pathogen or family of pathogens responsible

for disease. One group has identified oligoclonal IgA anti-

bodies present in arterial tissue from fatal cases of KD.

Recent interest and debate has centered on a novel human

coronavirus found by a group of investigators in the respi-

ratory secretions of some children with KD. Others inves-

tigators have not been able to confirm these data, echoing

the outbreak-dependent nature of this syndrome.

The longer the search for a single infectious agent, the

longer the list of diverse infectious organisms found. The

presence of a shared property, common to multiple infec-

tious agents, resulting in the same pathogenic process

leading to the clinical syndrome of KD is another expla-

nation. One such common feature of many infectious

organisms is the presence of superantigenic activity.

Superantigens are a group of proteins which share the

ability to stimulate a large proportion of T cells (up to

30% of the T cell repertoire compared to one in a million

T cells for conventional antigens) by binding to a portion

of the T-cell receptor b chain (TCRVb) in association with
the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class II

molecules with no requirement for antigen processing.

Superantigens have been identified in a variety of micro-

organisms including bacteria (Staphylococci, Streptococci,

Mycobacterium, Mycoplasma, Yersinia), and viruses

(rabies, EBV). Evidence from a number of KD outbreaks

point to the classic footprint for superantigens specifically

TCRVb skewing in the peripheral blood and in affected

cardiac tissue.
Although the debate continues regarding the mecha-

nism of initial immune activation, themore likely scenario

is that there is cooperation between different mechanisms

and a final common pathway of immune activation

responsible for this clinical syndrome. One of the unifying

features of KD is a prolonged inflammatory response. It is

possible that in many cases the infectious trigger, which

started the inflammatory process, has been eliminated,

and in those children who develop KD the persistent

inflammatory response has become the problem.

Containing the inflammatory response is one of the objec-

tives of therapy in acute KD. Inflammation in itself is not

worrisome, but prolonged inflammation leads to activa-

tion of downstream effectors, which can lead to coronary

artery damage.
Pathogenesis

Systemic inflammation is the most striking finding in KD.

This is evidenced clinically and biochemically during the

acute phase of illness. Like other syndromes characterized

by systemic inflammation, TNF-a is markedly elevated in

children during the acute phase of KD. TNF-a is

a pleiotropic cytokine critical in the regulation of immune

cells and plays a critical role in inflammation. The link

between the systemic immune response seen in the acute

phase of KD and subsequent damage to the coronary arter-

ies is not clearly understood. There is now emerging evi-

dence that TNF-a is critical in the pathogenesis of KD,

specifically at the level of the target tissue- the coronary

artery. Key downstream effects of TNF-a signaling include

leukocyte recruitment to the coronary artery and up-

regulation of matrix degrading enzymes and pro-

inflammatory cytokines. TNF-a up-regulates expression

and activity of many members of the matrix

metalloproteinase (MMP) family of enzymes. MMPs are

a family of zinc-dependent matrix-degrading proteases that

share the ability to degrade molecules of the extracellular

matrix. Elastin is an important extracellular matrix compo-

nent in arterial vessel walls. Breakdown of elastin leads to

the loss of structural integrity of the vessel wall and bal-

looning, the hallmark of aneurysm formation. MMPs play

an important role in the degradation of elastin leading to

aneurysm formation. TwoMMPs in particular,MMP-2 and

MMP-9, have been localized to areas of inflammation

and internal elastic lamina degradation in aneurysms.

In fatal cases of human KD, MMP-9 was expressed in

coronary artery aneurysms but not in non-KD control

coronary vessels suggesting a role in the development of

aneurysms.



. Table 165.2

Differential diagnosis of KD

● Staphylococcal and Streptococcal disease

–Scarlet fever

–Staphylococcal scalded skin syndrome

–Toxic shock syndrome

● Viral infections

–Measles

–Adenovirus

–Enterovirus

–Epstein–Barr virus

● Cervical adenitis

● Drug hypersensitivity reactions

● Stevens–Johnson syndrome

● Rocky Mountain spotted fever

● Leptospirosis

● Systemic onset juvenile idiopathic arthritis

● Mercury hypersensitivity reaction (acrodynia)
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Clinical Manifestations

KD has many features suggestive of an infectious trigger.

The illness is endemic with seasonal fluctuations and is

punctuated with epidemic outbreaks. Many of the clinical

features of KD are outbreak dependent with a different

spectrum of clinical findings found fromonemini outbreak

to another, and cases having similar clinical phenotypes

clustering temporally. KD can be divided into three phases:

acute, subacute, and convalescent. The acute phase is char-

acterized by a multi-system vasculitis, evidenced by the

classic signs of inflammation including redness, heat, and

swelling. The five principal features plus fever are the dis-

tinctive inflammatory changes seen in this illness. There are

many associated clinical features, all attributed to the

underlying vasculitis. The effects of KD onmultiple systems

of the body are well recognized. These include: aseptic

meningitis, anterior uveitis, myositis, and hydrops of the

gall bladder. The pattern of manifestations of many of these

associated features has evolved over the past 2 decades

mainly due to the changing pattern of clinical treatment.

Arthritis can also be a common finding in KD, seen in 7%

of children at diagnosis of KD. Which compares favorably

to a much higher incidence in the pre-intravenous immu-

noglobulin (IVIG) treatment era. The arthritis of acute KD

is effusive and often noted to be intensely painful, affecting

ambulation in many instances. A predominance of large

joints are affected regardless of the pattern of joint involve-

ment. The clinical course of symptomatic arthritis is short-

lived in the majority of affected children. Most affected

children have a dramatic and rapid resolution of their

arthritis following combined treatment with IVIG and

high dose aspirin, regardless of the number of joints

involved or distribution of disease. Despite evidence of

increased systemic inflammation in children with arthritis,

their response to treatment and coronary outcome are

unchanged compared to children without arthritis.

The subacute phase of illness is characterized by

resolution of fever, as well as the associated systemic

symptoms associated with inflammation. There is often

a classic peeling of the skin starting at the periungual

region of the fingers and toes. During this phase,

coronary artery lesions are most commonly detected.

Despite early treatment with high dose IVIG and

aspirin, aneurysms continue to develop in approximately

5% of children who are appropriately treated. When

adjusted for body surface area, this number increases to

20–30% of affected children who develop coronary artery

lesions (CAL). KD is now recognized as the number

one cause of acquired heart disease in children in the

developed world.
There has been increasing recognition of typical KD

(see >Table 165.2 – differential diagnosis). The challenge

clinically is recognition of children who present with

incomplete or atypical disease. Incomplete KD is the

more appropriate term as these children do not present

with atypical features but rather they simply do not pre-

sent with the full clinical picture typical of the disease and

have fever with less than four out of five of the principal

clinical features of KD. The diagnosis of KD is strictly

based on clinical criteria. Having said this, many physi-

cians and experts in the area have recognized that there are

supportive criteria which aid in the identification of this

group of children at increased risk for development of

CAL. The American Heart Association (AHA) has pro-

posed an algorithm to aid in the evaluation and manage-

ment of children who do not fulfill full diagnostic criteria

for KD (> Fig. 165.1). The proposed supportive criteria

include laboratory findings which reflect the underlying

multi-system inflammation. These include elevated C-

reactive protein (CRP), raised erythrocyte sedimentation

rate (ESR), hypoalbuminemia, anemia, elevated serum

transaminases, thrombocytosis, and leukocytosis

(> Table 165.3). Incomplete KD presents clinicians with

the challenge of correctly identifying and treating patients

to prevent the development of coronary artery lesions. The

studies investigating the contribution of clinical pheno-

type to coronary outcome have identified duration of
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* In the presence of >4 principal 
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. Figure 165.1

Proposed algorithm from the American Heart Association for the evaluation of a child with suspected Kawasaki disease

(Adapted from Newburger 2004)

. Table 165.3

Supplemental laboratory criteria in the evaluation of

suspected incomplete KDa

1. Hypoalbuminemia (Albumin � 3.0 g/dL)

2. Anemia for age

3. Liver inflammation (elevated alanine aminotransferase)

4. Thrombocytosis (platelets � 450,000/mm after day 7)

5. White blood cell count � 15 000/mm

6. Sterile pyuria (urine � 10 white blood cells/high-power

field)

aAHA algorithm 2004
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fever as the most powerful predictor of poor coronary

outcome. Duration of fever may be an indirect measure

of the severity of the underlying vasculitis. Other surrogate

markers of inflammation include the platelet count, serum

albumin level, and failure to respond to IVIG therapy, all

of which are related to fever duration. These clinical and
laboratory features have all been identified as high-risk

factors for development of coronary artery aneurysms.

The take home message for the evaluation and man-

agement of the child with suspected KD is a high index of

suspicion for KD in children presenting with prolonged

fever. Every young child with prolonged fever and signs or

symptoms consistent with KD, with no other disease

accounting for these clinical findings, needs close clinical

follow-up and appropriate laboratory investigations

(> Fig. 165.1). The AHA algorithm aims to improve iden-

tification of at risk children and to initiate appropriate

treatment in affected children.
Pathology

The basic pathologic lesion in KD is a necrotizing vascu-

litis with fibrinoid necrosis of medium-sized muscular

arteries (predominantly coronary arteries), but venous

involvement is also documented. The initial lesion begins



. Table 165.4

Echocardiographic results (Echo +) supportive of KD

diagnosisa

Any of the following three conditions:

1. BSA normalized z-score of � 2.5 for the LAD or RCA

2. Japanese Ministry of Health definitions of coronary artery
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in the microcirculation in the adventitia. Inflammatory

cells are detected by 7–9 days after fever onset with neu-

trophils rapidly giving way to lymphocytes and large

mononuclear cells. Destruction of the external elastic lam-

ina and all layers of the artery accompany this cellular

infiltrate resulting in aneurysm formation.
aneurysm which include:

● Coronary artery internal diameter > 4 mm in those � 5

years old

● Coronary artery internal diameter > 3 mm in those < 5

years old

● Coronary artery internal diameter� 1.5 times that of the

adjacent segment

● Coronary artery lumen is clearly irregular

3. �3 other suggestive features including:

● Perivascular brightness

● Lack of tapering

● Decreased LV function

● Mitral regurgitation

● Pericardial effusion

● z-scores in LAD or RCA of 2–2.5

aAHA guidelines 2004
Coronary Artery Lesions

The major long-term sequelae of KD is damage to the

coronary vasculature; thus, cardiac imaging is an integral

component of the management of children with KD. Two-

dimensional echocardiography is the imaging modality of

choice due to the noninvasive nature and the high sensitivity

and specificity for detection of abnormalities in the proxi-

mal segments of the coronary arteries. Echocardiographic

evaluation of the coronary anatomy should include assess-

ment of the internal coronary artery diameters. The num-

bers and locations of aneurysms and the absence or presence

of intraluminal thrombus should also be assessed. The

criteria used to define coronary artery abnormalities in KD

were first proposed by the Japanese Ministry of Health in

1984. These criteria were applicable to either angiographic

or echocardiographic measurements, and defined coronary

arteries as abnormal if the internal lumen diameter is greater

than 3.0 mm in children less than 5 years of age or greater

than 4.0 mm in children above 5 years of age, if the internal

diameter of a segment measures at least 1.5 times that of an

adjacent segment, or if the coronary artery lumen is clearly

irregular (> Table 165.4). The AHA classified aneurysms as

small (<5 mm), medium (5–8 mm), or giant (>8 mm).

Coronary artery dimensions in normal children increase

linearly with body size, as measured by body surface area

(BSA). Thus more recently, investigators have recognized

the need to correct for BSA and have classified coronary

artery lesions as measurements greater than 2.5 standard

deviations above the expected mean. Using this corrected

BSA definition (Z-scores), there is approximately a 20%

incidence of CALs despite appropriate treatment.

Although the coronary anatomy is the focus of the atten-

tion in KD, cardiac function should be included in the

imaging evaluation, as depressed ventricular contractility

is common early in acute KD and histologic studies sug-

gests the myocarditis is universal during the acute phase.

Although imaging protocols may vary, most agree that

in uncomplicated cases, echocardiographic evaluations

are needed at time of diagnosis and in the subacute

phase (6–8 weeks). Additional echos between these time

points may be needed to guide management of high-risk

patients. Some advocate repeat imaging 6months to 1 year
post acute KD, but recent studies have suggested that

normal coronary outcome at the subacute echo is unlikely

to change at 1 year. There remain limitations to echocar-

diography, including detection of thrombi and coronary

artery stenosis. In addition, the visualization of coronary

arteries becomes more difficult as a child grows and body

size increases. Angiography, intravascular ultrasound,

transesophageal echocardiography, magnetic resonance

angiography, and ultrafast computed tomography may

be of benefit in the management of certain cases.

The initial size of the aneurysm is an important con-

tributor to the likelihood of resolution/regression of that

lesion, with smaller aneurysm more likely to regress. Cor-

onary aneurysms that do not regress may progress to ste-

nosis or occlusion or abnormal tortuosity or show

continued aneurysmal morphology. Aneurysmal dilatation

can also progress to rupture, but fortunately is extremely

rare in KD.
Treatment of Acute KD

IVIG

High dose IVIG is the accepted therapy in acute KD. Its

efficacy in reducing the prevalence of coronary artery
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lesions is well documented. Many different doses and

administration schedules have been used in North Amer-

ica, Europe, and Japan. The general consensus is that

higher doses given in a single infusion have the greatest

efficacy. Several meta-analysis have confirmed this dose

effect. Dose comparison studies showed a significant

reduction of aneurysms with increasing dose, with those

receiving 2 g/kg in a single dose showing both a reduction

in the number of aneurysms as well as a reduction in the

duration of fever compared to those receiving lower doses.

Different predictive instruments have been developed to

model risk for poor coronary outcome. In Japan, the

Harada score was developed to aid in the rational alloca-

tion of a limited IVIG supply to those at highest risk for

aneurysm formation. In addition to the clinical factors

already described, male sex and the very young (<12

months old) were added as demographic features of

those at risk.

The AHA recommends that IVIG be administered in

a single infusion at a dose of 2 g/kg. Most infusion pro-

tocols start with a very slow rate with stepwise increases in

infusion rate. The total duration of the IVIG infusion is

typically 8–12 h depending on the concentration of IVIG.

Multi-system inflammation involving the heart can

potentially compromise the heart’s ability to handle the

fluid challenge associated with the IVIG infusion, thus

necessitating the long duration of infusion. IVIG therapy

should be instituted during the acute phase of illness,

typically within the first 10 days of fever, but IVIG treat-

ment is indicated anytime during the acute phase of illness

even in those presenting after day 10 of illness. Early

treatment with IVIG before day 5 of illness does not affect

coronary outcome, but may increase the need for IVIG

retreatment. This observation may be biased for a more

severe phenotype in those treated early. When analyzed

separately, those treated early (� 4 days of fever) had

higher risk scores than those treated later suggesting that

those treated early in their disease course had more dra-

matic clinical features implying more intense inflamma-

tion and severe vasculitis.

IVIG is made from pooled donor plasma. As such,

manufacturing and product differences are present.

There are ongoing and conflicting investigations into

potential differences in efficacy and side-effect profile

between different IVIG preparations. Nonetheless, pre-

scribing practices vary from institution to institution

and the use of many different products and concentrations

(5% or 10% solutions) of IVIG are employed in the acute

therapy of KD andmay be dictated by product availability.

Although the mechanism of action of IVIG in the treat-

ment of KD is not clearly understood, IVIG does have
general immunomodulatory effects. Possible mechanisms

of action include general immunosuppression via the

modulation of pro-inflammatory cytokine production,

and regulation of expression and function of Fc receptors,

inhibiting activation of complement, neutralization of

bacterial superantigens or other infectious agents, anti-

idiotypic antibody effects, and effects on the activation,

differentiation, and effector functions of both T cells and

B cells and other antigen presenting cells.

Due to the protective effects of receiving pooled

immunoglobulin and the general immunomodulatory

effects, immunizations may not generate an effective or

protective immune response for months after IVIG

administration. Although harmless to receive immuniza-

tions, both live or killed vaccines, they may not be effective

and the child may need to be re-immunized 9–11 months

after IVIG administration if there is an inadequate

immune response. Typically, live vaccinations are deferred

for 9–11 months after a child receives high dose IVIG

unless the risk of infectious exposure is high.
Aspirin

A widely debated issue in the acute therapy of KD is the

dose of aspirin – high versus low dose. At high doses,

aspirin has important anti-inflammatory properties and

at low doses, it has anti-platelet activity. At high doses,

salicylates inhibit the activity of IKK, thereby preventing

NF-kB nuclear translocation. At lower doses, salicylates

inhibit the cyclooxygenase enzymes leading to a reduction

in prostaglandin and thromboxane synthesis. Despite high

dose aspirin having an additional mechanism of

immunomodulation compared to low dose aspirin, with

inhibition of nuclear translocation of NFkB affecting tran-

scriptional regulation of important pro-inflammatory

cytokines as well as inhibition of TNFa signal transduc-

tion, administration of aspirin during the acute phase of

KD does not appear to alter coronary outcome. During

the acute phase of KD, the anti-inflammatory dose of

aspirin, 80–100 mg/kg/day given in four divided doses, is

typically prescribed in North America. Circulating total

salicylate levels have been shown to vary tremendously

despite consistent oral dosing at 80–100 mg/kg/day, with

serum concentrations ranging from 0.1–0.25 mg/mL.

The duration of high dose aspirin therapy varies from

institution to institution. Many centers reduce the aspirin

dose to anti-platelet levels (3–5 mg/kg/day) after the

affected child has been afebrile for 24–72 h. Others con-

tinue anti-inflammatory doses of aspirin until day 14 of

illness or longer. In Japan, the dose of aspirin used is lower
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(20mg/kg) andmay reflect the different pharmacokinetics

of aspirin metabolism in the Oriental population.

A Cochrane review of aspirin in the therapeutic manage-

ment of acute phase of KD concluded that there is insuf-

ficient evidence to support or refute the use of aspirin as

part of the treatment regimen due to lack of good quality

randomized clinical trials. Low dose aspirin is adminis-

tered for its anti-platelet effect and typically continued

until the child shows no evidence of coronary artery

damage at 6–8 weeks after fever onset and laboratory

measures of inflammation have returned to normal.

Children with coronary artery lesions may continue aspi-

rin or other anti-platelet agents indefinitely.
Refractory Disease

One of the major challenges in the current management of

KD is the treatment of patients who fail to respond

to initial therapy with IVIG. Ten to twenty percent of

children will not respond to a single dose of IVIG. The
ACUTE KD

Resolution of fever 

IV Me
may b

2. C

ASA (3–5 mg/kg/d)
until 6-week follow-up Echo

and bloodwork with normalization
of inflammatory markers

(including ESR/CRP, and platelet counts)

Resolution of fever 

Resolution of fever 

IVIG (2 g/kg) + ASA (80–100 m

. Figure 165.2

Proposed algorithm for the management of acute Kawasaki di
definition of refractory disease or treatment failure varies,

but in general is defined as persistent or recrudescent fever

� 36 h after initial IVIG therapy. Persistent fever is more

common than recrudescent fever. Although debate con-

tinues regarding the optimal therapy for refractory dis-

ease, most investigators agree on a second dose of IVIG.

The second dose of IVIG continues to be high dose ther-

apy at 2 g/kg. Treatment of this subgroup of patients with

refractory KD has included additional IVIG, corticoste-

roids, and much less commonly various immunosuppres-

sive agents including cyclophosphamide and cyclosporin,

as well as plasma exchange, inhibition of elastase activity

(ulinastatin), and more recently the biologic therapy

against tumor necrosis factor-alpha (> Fig. 165.2). The

goal of all these therapies is to ameliorate the immune

response thus decreasing the chance of ongoing inflam-

mation and damage to the coronary arteries. The order of

these therapeutic interventions continues to be

controversial.

Although steroids are efficacious and widely used in

other forms of vasculitis, their use in KD is very limited.
Persistent or Recrudescent fever 

thylprednisolone (30 mg/kg/d x 1–3 days),
e followed by oral prednisone (2mg/kg/d)

tapered accordingly

Potential therapeutic agents:
1. TNFα  inhibition (infliximab)

ytotoxic agents (cyclophosphamide)

Consultation with 
KD expert 

IVIG (2 g/kg)

Persistent or Recrudescent fever 

Persistent or Recrudescent fever 

g/kg/d)

sease
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Use of steroids in acute KD has been controversial, but

more recent studies have shown their usefulness in both

the acute phase as well as in refractory disease. KD refrac-

tory to IVIG was the most common indication for corti-

costeroid use in patients with KD, and this treatment was

found to be effective, with rapid resolution of fever in the

majority of patients. Themost common dosing regimen of

steroids is high dose pulse steroids given as intravenous

methylprednisolone 30 mg/kg up to a maximum of 1 g.

This is given once per day over 1–3 days. Dosing regimens

vary from center to center and little evidence is available to

support the dose or schedule of steroid administration. At

our institution, high dose IV dosing may be followed by

oral prednisone at 2 mg/kg/day which is then rapidly

tapered to 0 over the course of 1 to 2 weeks unless resistant

fever or fever recrudescence requires a longer taper or

alternate therapy (> Fig. 165.2).
Therapeutic Options in Children with
Coronary Artery Aneurysms

No prospective studies are available to guide treatment

decisions in children with coronary artery lesions, thus

recommendations are based on knowledge of the patho-

physiology and lessons learned from adults with coronary

disease. The basis of these therapeutic guidelines is pre-

vention of thrombosis, and specific management is depen-

dent on the extent and severity of coronary artery disease.

As such, anti-platelet therapy alone or in combination

with anti-coagulation is an integral component of the

management plan. Thrombocytosis together with platelet

activation is a key finding in KD, thus necessitating the use

of anti-platelet agents. Low dose aspirin is used even in

those with no evidence of coronary damage until the

6-week follow-up echocardiogram and may be continued

indefinitely in those with coronary artery damage. In the

presence of more severe coronary disease, the addition of

another anti-platelet agent targeting non-ASA-dependent

pathways of platelet activation (dipyridamole and

clopidogrel) may be included. In the presence of large or

giant aneurysms, which pose a significant thrombotic risk,

anti-coagulation is added. In the acute phase, the usual

choice is heparin. Long-term anti-coagulation can be

achieved by either warfarin or low-molecular weight hep-

arin in combination with an anti-platelet agent. Little data

is available to guide interventions in the presence of intra-

vascular thrombi, but recent trials have targeted the plate-

let glycoprotein IIb/IIIa receptor involved in the final

common pathway of platelet aggregation. Abciximab,

a platelet glycoprotein IIb/IIIa receptor inhibitor, has
been used acutely in children with intraluminal thrombus

to reestablish vessel patency and salvage the myocardium.
Conclusion

In summary, KD is an important cause of acquired heart

disease in childhood. There is increasing recognition of

typical KD. The challenge clinically is recognition of chil-

dren who present with an incomplete clinical presenta-

tion. A high index of suspicion in every child with

prolonged fever and signs or symptoms consistent with

KD, coupled with close clinical follow-up and appropriate

laboratory investigations and imaging is warranted.

Prolonged inflammation leading to coronary artery dam-

age is the underlying pathology in KD. Early identification

and treatment of affected children to suppress the inflam-

matory response is one of the objectives of therapy. High

dose IVIG together with aspirin is the mainstay of therapy

in acute KD. Disease modeling continues to be imperfect

and future studies will need to identify novel biomarkers

to enhance the traditional clinical and laboratory mea-

sures of inflammation. The ultimate goal for identification

of this high-risk phenotype is to guide clinical decisions

involving use of therapeutic interventions to improve

coronary outcome in affected children.
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